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High quadrant: D (D & C very close and is known as Creative by other experts – this adaptation with
D higher than C is exclusively composed by Oxor. E&OE, not subject to copyright).
The Archdeacon of High Handedness and Implementing™
Key features:
• Social, friendly, wants to influence neighbourhood.
• Does not philosophise, is convinced about own values and opinions – my way or the
highway.
• Does not get intimidated.
• Strict with but also with their surroundings, suitable for managerial positions.
• Does not believe in coincidence, but on own activity.
• Dedicated to the system and morals, likes to create rules.
• Prefers long-term problems before the actual ones.
• Meet commitments, is honest and reliable.
Stability ranking: 0.9691 (Very High = Very Stable).
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Myers Briggs: ESTJ
Emotions: Practical; strong willed; truthful.
Goal: Be in charge, model citizen, legem statuimus (uphold the law).
Judges others by: How organised, honest, trustworthy, capable and energetic they are.
Influences others by: Playing by the rules. Upholding values.
Value to the organization: Efficient, outgoing, fearless, dedicated, brilliant organiser, direct and
thorough leader, not a big noter.
Overuses: Stubbornness; courage of their convictions, hidden concern over status / public opinion.
Under Pressure: Sticks to the agenda; pays out on shoddy work or service and differing views.
Fears: Being made to look publicly foolish, taking risky shortcuts.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
multiple sources over 20 years by Elizabeth Hunter™. Elizabeth Hunter™ is an artificial entity,
limited liability legal fictional trademark which constitutes valuable intellectual property and,
moreover, all rights, titles and interests are reserved.

At work: Willing to assume responsibility, tasks are carried out with ease and experience.
Professional development: Must learn to listen and accept different opinions.
As leader: Takes responsibility, requires loyalty, controls tasks, fulfills commitments.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Expression of emotion; effective dealing with
unorthodox situations; improvisation, recognition of alternative methods and views.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Persons with a Director Pattern have D higher than C. They are resistant to both stress and worry by
not going over the limit, are even tempered and self-assured. They let bygones be bygones. They are
extremely straightforward, well organised, strong willed and have little fear of difficult assignments,
leading by example.
Backed by facts, they rigorously stick to principles. They tend to go well in dynamic and structured
places of work.
While defending their team, they will not stand for any display of mediocrity, masking of pertinent facts
or dishonesty.
Directors play scant regard to those with differing opinions and cannot tolerate lateness. In their drive
to play by the rules, Directors may be excessively judgmental and not be concerned about the
consequences of being forthright. Sometimes has difficulty in handling emotion if facts and methods are
too highly weighted.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Directors have something so comforting and supportive about their strong and capable personality.
Directors seem to know just how to organise people to get along and get a job done at the same time.
Directors have a gift for creating unity and do it so effortlessly that it does not seem like they are
working at it. Empathy combined with a practical, level-headed nature make a Director an indispensable
friend.
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High quadrant: D
The Archdeacon of Conflict Creation and Exploiting™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has analytical skills, ability to determine a strategy, a good organizer.
Can lead subordinates.
Likes to plan.
Does not like isolation.
Consistent and rational.
Does not mind confrontation; actually thrives on it.
Likes criticism.
Notes contradictions and reveres those who report them.

Myers Briggs: ENTJ
Emotions: Concerned with meeting personal needs.
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Goal: New opportunities.
Judges others by: Ability to meet the Developer’s standards.
Influences others by: Pursuit of solutions for problems; projection of personal sense of power.
Value to the organization: Avoids "passing the buck"; seeks new or innovative problem solving
methods.
Overuses: Control over people and situations to accomplish his or her own results.
Under Pressure: Works alone to complete tasks; is belligerent if individualism is threatened or
challenging opportunities disappear.
Fears: Boredom; loss of control.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
multiple sources over 20 years by Elizabeth Hunter™. Elizabeth Hunter™ is an artificial entity,
limited liability legal fictional trademark which constitutes valuable intellectual property and,
moreover, all rights, titles and interests are reserved.

At work: Encourages others with strong visions and leads to their realization.
Professional development: Must learn to respect individual differences in approach to work - the
different time and space that others need.
As leader: Demanding, bully boy, leader motivating others to meet the set goals.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Patience, empathy; participation and collaboration with
others; follow through and attention to quality control.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Developers tend to be strong-willed individuals, continually seeking new horizons. As self-reliant,
independent thinkers, they prefer to find their own solutions. Relatively free of the constraining
influence of the group, Developers are able to bypass convention and often create innovative
solutions.
While they most often use direct, forceful behaviour, Developers can also shrewdly manipulate people
and situations. When required to participate with others in situations that limit their individualism,
Developers are apt to become belligerent. They are persistent when pursuing the results, they desire
and will do whatever is necessary to overcome obstacles to success. In addition, they have high
expectations of others and can be critical when their standards are not met.
Developers are most interested in achieving their own goals. Opportunities for advancement and
challenge are important to them. By focusing on results, they may lack empathy or seem uncaring by
dismissing others’ concerns.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Developers cut to the chase and can quickly tell others which ideas work and which ones are just
plain stupid. Directness and insight are indispensable and help others save a lot of time and energy.
While the Developer may appear either tactless or scarily confident at times, they are fair, ceaselessly
curious and fascinated by big-picture ideas and possibilities. Developers do not just get things done,
they open our eyes to new ways of seeing life.
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High quadrant: D
The Archdeacon of Domineering and Selling™
Key features:
• Self-confident and independent, a master in overcoming obstacles.
• Does not like routine and boredom.
• Focuses on tangible results.
• Certain tendency to hastily assess others.
• Prefers decisions according to the situation.
• Ability to improvise, uses a style of trial-and-error.
• Follows up the first contact, likes to help.
• Skilled in many fields.
Stability ranking: 0.8606 (Very High = Very Stable).
Myers Briggs: ESTP
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Emotions: Verbalizes ego strength; displays rugged individualism.
Goal: Dominance and independence.
Judges others by: Ability to accomplish the task quickly.
Influences others by: Force of character; persistence.
Value to the organization: Persistence; doggedness.
Overuses: Impatience; win-lose competition.
Under Pressure: Becomes critical and fault-finding; resists participating with a team; may overstep
boundaries.
Fears: Others will take advantage of them; slowness, especially in task activities; being a pushover.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
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At work: Floats downstream, easy to adapt and perform as promised.
Professional development: Should learn to be tolerant to foreign to foreign stereotypes and
understand that others may suit their style.
As leader: Allows others to work at their own style and does not pay too much attention to the
hierarchy.
Would increase effectiveness with more: verbalization of their reasoning; consideration
of other views and ideas about goals and problem solutions; genuine concern for others;
patience and humility.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
The Results displays self-confidence, which some may interpret as arrogance. They actively seek
opportunities that test and develop their abilities to accomplish results. Result-Oriented persons like
difficult tasks, competitive situations, unique assignments and "important" positions. They undertake
responsibilities with an air of self-importance and display self-satisfaction once they have finished.
Result-Oriented people tend to avoid constraining factors, such as direct controls, time-consuming
details, and routine work. Because they are forceful and direct, they may have difficulties with others.
Result-Oriented people prize their independence and may become restless when involved with group
activities or committee work. Although Result-Oriented people generally prefer to work alone, they
may persuade others to support their efforts, especially when completing routine activities.
Result-Oriented people are quick-thinkers, and they are impatient and fault-finding with those who
are not. They evaluate others on their ability to get results. Result-Oriented people are determined
and persistent even in the face of antagonism. They take command of the situation when necessary,
whether or not they are in charge. In their uncompromising drive for results, they may appear blunt
and uncaring.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Result-Oriented people have confidence and a sense of adventure that is inspiring to others. ResultOriented people make others feel like they are all capable of seizing the day and facing risks with
bravery. Hardly anything seems to rattle a bold nature. Gets excited by challenges that would cause
other people to break down. Is exciting and clever and also friendly and humorous.
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High quadrant: D
The Archdeacon of Debating and Discussing™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visionary.
Has own view of the world.
Discovers new possibilities and new ways.
Possesses independence, creativity, instability, impulsivity.
Great tolerance, friendliness and sociability.
Need for continuous development and meeting challenges.
Impulsiveness and resistance to repeated and lengthy projects.
Can act extravagantly.

Stability ranking: 0.7871 (High = Stable).
Myers Briggs: ENTP
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Emotions: Accepts aggression; downplays need for affection.
Goal: Control of their environment or audience.
Judges others by: Projection of personal strength, character, and social power.
Influences others by: Charm, direction, intimidation; use of rewards.
Value to the organization: Acts as a "people mover"; initiates, demands, compliments,
disciplines.
Overuses: Attitude that "the ends justify the means".
Under Pressure: Becomes manipulative, quarrelsome or belligerent.
Fears: Weak behaviour; loss of social status.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
multiple sources over 20 years by Elizabeth Hunter™. Elizabeth Hunter™ is an artificial entity,
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At work: Considers a workplace a system that is necessary to change and improve that all those
who improve themselves and finish important tasks.
Professional development: Must strive to complete also those projects that seem to him boring
and avoid mood swings.
As leader: Encourages colleagues’ thinking by confrontation and divergent views.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Genuine sensitivity; willingness to help others
succeed in their own personal development.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Persons with the Inspirational Pattern consciously attempt to modify the thoughts and actions of
others. They want to control their environment. They are astute at identifying and manipulating an
individual’s existing motives in order to direct that person’s behaviour toward a predetermined end.
Inspirational persons are clear about the results they want, but they do not always immediately
verbalize them. They introduce the results they want only after they have primed the other person,
offering friendship to those who desire acceptance, authority to those who seek power, and security
to those who want a predictable environment.
Inspirational persons can be charming in their interactions. They are persuasive when obtaining
assistance for repetitive and time-consuming details. People often experience a conflicting sensation
by feeling drawn to Inspirational people and yet being curiously distanced. Others may feel "used" by
Inspirational persons’ manipulation powers. While they sometimes inspire fear in others and override
their decisions, Inspirational persons are generally well-liked by co-workers because they use their
considerable verbal skills to persuade others whenever possible. Inspirational persons clearly prefer to
accomplish goals through cooperation and persuasion, not domination.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Inspirational persons think outside the box seemingly finding a way to obliterate the box entirely and
make an elephant. Tend to come up with so many innovations and ideas at the drop of a hat.
Thought patterns are sometimes non-conformist, sometimes inspirational, but always novel and
exciting. With a bias to debate anything, no topic is too weird to debate or analyse and no boundaries
are too impenetrable to get through. Tend to inspire bravery and creative thinking in others.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
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High quadrant: I
The Archdeacon of Liking to be Liked and Influencing™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social, expert of people, dedicated.
Works hard, has a sense of order and tradition, interferes.
Kind and considerate.
Very empathetic and caring.
Makes others happy.
In company acts as a bonding element.
Likes to organize social events.
Does not like to judge others.

Stability ranking: 0.4271 (Low = Unstable).
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Myers Briggs: ENFJ
Emotions: Trusts others; is enthusiastic.
Goal: Authority and prestige; status symbols.
Judges others by: Ability to verbalize; flexibility.
Influences others by: Friendly, open manner; verbal adeptness.
Value to the organization: Sells and closes; delegates responsibility; is poised and confident.
Overuses: Enthusiasm; selling ability; optimism.
Under Pressure: Becomes indecisive and is easily persuaded; becomes organized to look good.
Fears: Fixed environment; complex relationships.
At work: Inspires and motivates others to work for harmonious general welfare.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
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Professional development: Must learn that dissent must not be taken personally and that not
every situation requires a solution.
As leader: Makes tasks easier with a sensitive attention to the needs of employees.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Challenging assignments; attention to task directed
service and key details; objective data analysis.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Persuaders work with people, striving to be friendly while pushing forward their own objectives.
Outgoing and interested in people, Persuaders have the ability to gain the respect and confidence of
various types of people. Persuaders can impress their thoughts on others, drawing people to them
and retaining them as clients or friends. This ability is particularly helpful when Persuaders sell
themselves or their ideas to win positions of authority.
The most favourable environment for Persuaders includes working with people, receiving challenging
assignments and experiencing a variety of work activities that require mobility. They seek work
assignments that will give them the opportunity to look good. As a result of their natural positive
outlook, Persuaders may be too optimistic about a project’s results and others’ potential. Persuaders
also tend to over-estimate their ability to change the behaviour of others.
While Persuaders desire freedom from routine and regimentation, they do need to receive analytical
data on a systematic basis. Once alerted to the importance of the "little things," Persuaders can use
the information to balance their enthusiasm with a realistic assessment of the situation.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Persuaders have empathy, enthusiasm, and genuine interest in others which makes them
indispensable friends. Have a way of drawing out potential and seeing a future and possibility in
someone’s life that is inspiring and motivating. Tend to feel it when others are sad while cheering
when others are happy. A Persuaders intensity, determination and emotional intelligence makes them
‘never to be forgotten’.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
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High quadrant: I
The Archdeacon of Coaching and Nurturing™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loves people and society, altruistic, supports and cares.
Tidy and willing to help.
Not interested in theory.
No problem to adapt to the majority, avoids controversy.
Respects authority.
Seeks contact with other people.
Career is not first priority.
Likes control over their environment.

Stability ranking: 0.0203 (Extremely Low = Very Unstable).
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Myers Briggs: ESFJ
Emotions: Is driven to look good.
Goal: "Victory" with flair.
Judges others by: Ability to initiate activities.
Influences others by: Competitive recognition.
Value to the organization: Accomplishes goals with the team.
Overuses: Authority; ingenuity.
Under Pressure: Becomes restless, critical, and impatient.
Fears: "Loss" or "failure"; others’ disapproval.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
multiple sources over 20 years by Elizabeth Hunter™. Elizabeth Hunter™ is an artificial entity,
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At work: Creates an harmonious environment that supports the performance of the tasks and
objectives.
Professional development: Must learn to perceive contradictions and not consider conflict harmful.
As leader: Is welcoming and encourages. Permanently and peacefully directs co-workers to task
completion.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Individual follow-through; empathy when
showing disapproval; steadier pace.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Appraisers make creative ideas serve practical purposes. They use direct methods to accomplish
results. Appraisers are competitive, but other people tend to view Appraisers as assertive rather than
aggressive because Appraisers are considerate of others. Instead of giving orders or commands,
Appraisers involve people in the task through persuasion. They elicit the cooperation of those around
them by explaining the rationale of the proposed activities.
Appraisers help others visualize the steps that are necessary to accomplish results. Appraisers usually
speak from a detailed plan of action that they have developed to ensure an orderly progression
toward results. In their eagerness to win, Appraisers can become impatient when their standards are
not maintained or when extensive follow-through is required.
Appraisers are good critical thinkers. They are verbal in their criticisms, and their words occasionally
may be caustic. Appraisers have better control of the situation if they relax and pace themselves. A
helpful axiom to achieve this is: "You win some and you lose some."
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Appraisers have something so comforting and supportive with a strong and capable personality.
Appraisers seem to know just how to organise people to get along and get a job done at the same
time. Appraisers have a gift for creating unity and do it so effortlessly that it does not seem like it is
being worked at. With empathy combined with a practical, level-headed nature makes an Appraiser an
indispensable friend.
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High quadrant: I
The Archdeacon of The Short Attention Span and Inspiring™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open-minded, independent and original.
Does not want to imitate anyone or pretend.
Needs to operate in accordance with internal values.
Likes being connected to the team, encourages team spirit.
Finds the best in people.
Eternal optimist (the most optimistic pattern).
Spews out ideas.
Frequently takes on too many tasks and then has a problem with the delivery.

Stability ranking: 0.4372 (Low = Unstable).
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Emotions: Is willing to accept others.
Goal: Approval, popularity.
Judges others by: Verbal skills.
Influences others by: Praise, opportunities, favours.
Value to the organization: Relieves tension; promotes projects and people, including him or
herself.
Overuses: Praise, optimism.
Under Pressure: Becomes careless and sentimental; is disorganized.
Fears: Loss of social acceptance and self-worth.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
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At work: Motivates others with enthusiasm and attention to personal relationships.
Professional development: Must learn to complete work started and to manage mood swings.
As leader: Supports and encourages others to finish tasks and in the areas of personal and
professional development.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Control of time; objectivity; sense of urgency;
emotional control; follow-through on promises, tasks.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary: Promoters have an extensive network of contacts. They are usually gregarious and
socially adept, and they develop friendships easily. They rarely antagonize others intentionally.
Promoters seek favourable social environments where they can develop and maintain their contacts.
Verbally skilled, they promote their own ideas and create enthusiasm for others’ projects. With their
wide range of contacts, Promoters have access to the people who can help them.
Since Promoters prefer to participate and interact with others in activities, they may be less interested
in task accomplishment. They may continue to seek out any situation that involves meeting people
and socializing, even though their job requires attention to more solitary activities. They thrive on
meetings, committees, and conferences.
Usually optimistic, Promoters tend to overestimate the ability of others. They often leap to favourable
conclusions without considering all the facts. Promoters will learn to be objective and emphasize
results with coaching and direction. Time management may present challenges for Promoters. By
setting a time limit on conversation and discussion, they can remind themselves of the urgency of
"closing" and accomplishing the task.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias: Promoters have an ability to generate ideas
and motivate the people around them that is unsurpassed. Has enthusiasm and vision that makes
others feel unstoppable and inspired. Promoters believe in dreams, big ideas and in things that other
types might call impractical or far-fetched. Lets others know there is real hope to be found in other
people’s dreams. Promoters make others feel as if nothing is impossible. Promoters give compassion
and empathy in darker times and they cannot be thanked enough.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
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High quadrant: I
The Archdeacon of Fun Times and Befriending™
Key features:
• Spontaneous and social.
• Sensitive to the moods of others.
• Tendency to be untidy, lives from day to day.
• In a company is like a fish in water.
• Tries to get on well with all.
• Problems with sustaining attention in one direction.
• Strongly oriented to reality and presence.
• Looks for meaningful activities.
Stability ranking: 0.9952 (Very High = Very Stable).
Myers Briggs: ESFP
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Emotions: Being approachable; showing affection and understanding.
Goal: Friendship; happiness.
Judges others by: Positive acceptance of others; ability to look for the good in people.
Influences others by: Personal relationships; "open door" policy.
Value to the organization: Remaining stable and predictable; developing a wide range of
friendships; listening to others’ feelings.
Overuses: Indirect approach; tolerance.
Under Pressure: Becomes overly flexible and intimate; is too trusting without differentiating
amongst people.
Fears: Pressuring people; being accused of causing harm.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
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At work: Works with great enthusiasm and spreads positive spirit.
Professional development: Must learn to face the negative and unpleasant things; life is not just
fun all the time.
As leader: Focusses on current challenges and motivates the entire team.
Would increase effectiveness with more: attention to realistic deadlines; initiative to
complete the task.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Counselors are particularly effective in solving people problems. They impress others with their
warmth, empathy, and understanding. Their optimism makes it easy to look for the good in others.
Counselors prefer to deal with others by building long-standing relationships. As a good listener with a
willing ear for problems, a Counselor offers suggestions gently and refrains from imposing his or her
ideas on others.
Counselors tend to be overly tolerant and patient with non-producers. Under pressure, they may have
difficulty confronting performance problems. Counselors may be indirect when issuing orders, making
demands, or disciplining others. By adopting the attitude that "people are important," Counselors may
place less emphasis on task accomplishment. They sometimes require assistance to set and meet
realistic deadlines.
Counselors often take criticism as a personal affront, but they respond well to attention and
compliments for completed assignments. When in a position of responsibility, Counselors tend to be
attentive to the quality of working conditions and provide adequate recognition for members of their
group.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Counselors have a sixth sense for adventure and opportunity that is nearly unmatched. Possesses
energy and spirit that makes others feel like life is a beautiful story ready to be opened. Between an
eagerness to experience everything, enthusiasm for life and a quick sense of humour, Counselors
manage to bring limitless alternatives and possibility to any experience that they are a part of.
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High quadrant: S
The Archdeacon of Avoidance of Change and Describing™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disorganized, indecisive, timid, peaceful, weak concentration, creative.
Very sensitive, easily becomes stressed and burnt out.
Highly developed artistic sense.
There are stirrings of inspiration, but unplanned
Reflects on the present, not the future.
Needs a positive atmosphere, rejects deadlines and ultimatums.
Does not like hierarchy and strict discipline.
Others like to confer with them, is a sensitive listener.

Stability ranking: 0.6973 (High = Stable).
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Myers Briggs: ISFP
Emotions: Is calculatingly moderate; accommodates others.
Goal: Maintenance of the status quo; controlled environment.
Judges others by: Friendship standards; competence.
Influences others by: Consistent performance; accommodation of others.
Value to the organization: Plans short term; is predictable, consistent; maintains steady pace.
Overuses: Modesty; low risk-taking; passive resistance to innovation.
Under Pressure: Becomes adaptable to those in authority and thinks with the group.
Fears: Change, disorganization.

Composed, modified, created, mixed, edited, collaborated, observed, transformed and built from
multiple sources over 20 years by Elizabeth Hunter™. Elizabeth Hunter™ is an artificial entity,
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At work: Supports others in their efforts by focussing on details and current tasks.
Professional development: Must be free from a focus on the present and learn to think also about
the future.
As leader: Leads by personal example, draws attention to detail and provides sensitive support.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Public discussion of their ideas; self confidence
based on feedback; shortcut methods.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Specialists "wear well" with others. With their moderate, controlled stance and modest demeanour,
they are able to work well with a number of behavioural styles. Specialists are considerate, patient,
and always willing to help those they consider friends. They build close relationships with a relatively
small group of associates in the work environment.
Their efforts are directed toward retaining familiar and predictable patterns. Most effective in
specialized areas, Specialists plan their work along directed channels and achieve a remarkably
consistent performance. Appreciation from others helps to maintain that level of consistency.
Specialists are slow to adapt to change. Prior conditioning gives them time to change their procedures
while maintaining a consistent level of performance. Specialists may also require help when starting
new projects and in developing shortcut methods to meet deadlines. Finished projects are often put
aside for further revisions. Specialists should consider throwing away old files that have outlived their
usefulness.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Specialists have the ability to honour their own individuality and the freedom of other people which is
immense. Specialists appear gentle and reserved, but sometimes give others a glimpse of their inner
resolve and passion and when this happens it is inspiring and authentic. Specialists have a creative,
adaptable approach to life and others cannot forget how their eyes are opened to meaningful
experiences and the beauty and opportunity in the world around them.
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High quadrant: S
The Archdeacon of Independence and Valuing™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The rarest pattern, whimsical dreamer, has doubts about themselves.
Perfectionist, often controls things.
Excellent observer, very empathetic.
Practically oriented, likes order.
Prefers solitude and tranquility.
Rich inner world.
Prefers deep relationships and unconditional loyalty.
Gives great emphasis on justice.

Stability ranking: 0.1273 (Very Low = Very Unstable).
Myers Briggs: INFJ
Emotions: Is dispassionate; demonstrates self-discipline.
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Goal: Power through formal roles and positions of authority.
Judges others by: Use of factual information.
Influences others by: Determination, tenacity.
Value to the organization: Offers comprehensive follow-through; works determinedly on tasks
individually or in a small group.
Overuses: Bluntness; suspicion of others.
Under Pressure: Tends to internalize conflict; holds on to grudges.
Fears: Involvement with the masses; responsibility to sell abstract ideas.
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At work: Provides inspiration for others and well-intentioned commitment to the organization.
Professional development: Must understand that their enthusiasm for future projects may seem
unrealistic to others.
As leader: Uses imagination, inspires by moral context towards change and development.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Flexibility; acceptance of others; personal
involvement with others.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Objective and analytical, Investigators are dispassionate "anchors of reality." Generally
undemonstrative, they calmly and steadily pursue an independent path toward a fixed goal.
Investigators are successful at many things, not because of versatility but due to their dogged
determination to follow through. They seek a clear purpose or goal from which they can develop an
orderly plan and organize their actions. Once a project has begun, Investigators fight tenaciously to
achieve their objectives. Intervention is sometimes necessary to change their direction. As a result,
they can be perceived as stubborn and opinionated.
Investigators do well with challenging technical assignments in which they can use actual data to
interpret the information and draw conclusions. They respond to logic rather than emotion. When
selling or marketing an idea, they are most successful with a concrete product.
Investigators are not especially interested in pleasing people and prefer to work alone. They can be
perceived as cold, blunt, and tactless. Because they value their own thinking ability, Investigators
evaluate others by how they use facts and logic. To increase their effectiveness in personal
interactions, they need to develop a greater understanding of other people, especially others’
emotions.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Investigators have a depth of empathy and insight that leaves people feeling understood and valued.
Investigators grasp the underlying meaning of what is going on rather than just what appears on the
surface. Investors probably hear, “how did you know that?” a lot. Because of insight, can be there
emotionally for others in a way that many other types cannot. An Investigator’s perspective into the
emotional states of people, as well as the future possibilities that lie before them, is scarily accurate.
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High quadrant: S
The Archdeacon of Space Cadetship and Dreaming™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Idealist and dreamer, prone to sadness, slightly vulnerable.
Submissive, loyal and selfless.
Dreams of living in a perfect world.
Tends to failure in focus, because escapes into fantasy.
Does not tolerate stress, pressure or threats.
Does not like the limelight.
Looks for understanding and communication of souls.
Shows empathy and consideration of others.

Stability ranking: 0.9966 (Very High = Very Stable).
Myers Briggs: INFP
Emotions: Accepts affection; rejects aggression.
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Goal: Group acceptance.
Judges others by: Commitment to tolerate and include everyone.
Influences others by: Empathy; friendship.
Value to the organization: Supports, harmonizes, empathizes; focuses on service.
Overuses: Kindness.
Under Pressure: Becomes persuasive, using information or key friendships if necessary.
Fears: Dissension; conflict.
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At work: Protects the values of the organization and represents a moral authority.
Professional development: Needs to understand that conflict is a part of life and needs to learn to
how to handle and resolve conflict.
As leader: Supports the values of the organization, sensitively controls co-workers.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Strength in the realization of who they are and
what they can do; firmness and self-assertion; ability to say "no" when appropriate.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Agents are attentive to both the human relations and task aspects of their work situation. Empathetic
and supportive, they are good listeners and known for their willing ear. Agents make people feel
wanted and needed. Because Agents respond to others’ needs, people do not fear being rejected by
Agents. Agents offer friendship and are willing to perform services for others.
Agents have excellent potential for effectively organizing and completing tasks. Agents naturally
promote harmony and teamwork and are particularly good at doing for others what they find difficult
to do for themselves.
Agents fear conflict and dissension. Their supportive approach may enable others to tolerate a
situation, rather than encouraging them in active problem-solving. In addition, the Agent’s tendency
to adopt a “low” profile -- instead of having open confrontations with aggressive individuals -- may be
perceived as a lack of “toughness”. Although they are concerned with fitting into the group, Agents
have a fair degree of independence.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Agents have an inner depth of compassion and empathy that makes them a valued friend and trusted
confidante. When others are going through dark times, the Agent will be there to listen and analyse
what is going on. Having an ability to not shirk away from the struggles of others makes the Agent an
invaluable solace. The Agent’s imagination makes others feel like the world is bigger than it ever was.
Agents may be quiet and private but once others know an Agent they wonder how they went so long
without the Agent.
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High quadrant: S
The Archdeacon of Work / Life Imbalance and Building™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Withdrawn, quiet, realist, likes their peace.
Interested in how things work.
Deep passions really in detail and in depth.
Prefers an uncomplicated life without obligations and restrictions.
Does not like hurry at work, needs rest and enough time.
Maintains a certain group of good friends.
Does not like foreign exaggerated emotions.
Prefers their own specific experience before theory and ideologies.

Stability ranking: 0.0373 (Very Low = Very Unstable).
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Myers Briggs: ISTP
Emotions: Is industrious and diligent; displays frustration.
Goal: Personal accomplishments, sometimes at the expense of the group’s goal.
Judges others by: Ability to achieve concrete results.
Influences others by: Accountability for own work.
Value to the organization: Sets and completes key result areas for self.
Overuses: Reliance on self; absorption in the task.
Under Pressure: Becomes frustrated and impatient; becomes more of a "do-er" and less of a
"delegator".
Fears: Others with competing or inferior work standards affecting results.
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At work: Solves tasks with a cool head, with reason and practicality.
Professional development: Needs to understand that people and their relationships are complex
and should not be overly rushed.
As leader: Inspires by example, expects quick and uncomplicated solutions regardless of the
standards, regulations and practices.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Reduction of "either-or" thinking; clarity of task
priority; consideration of optional approaches; willingness to compromise short-term for long range
benefits.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
The motivation of Achievers is largely internal and flows from deeply felt personal goals. Their
commitment to their own goals precludes an automatic acceptance of the group’s goals. Achievers
need to see how they can blend their personal goals with the organization’s goals. By retaining control
over the direction of their lives, Achievers develop a strong sense of accountability.
Achievers demonstrate a keen interest in their work and an intense, continual pursuit of
accomplishment. They have a high opinion of their work and under pressure may hesitate to delegate
tasks. Instead, they take on the work themselves to ensure that things are done right. When they
delegate, they tend to take back the task if it does not go according to their expectations. Their
guiding premise is, "If I succeed, I want the credit, and if I fail, I will take the blame."
An Achiever should communicate more with others to expand their thinking beyond either "I have to
do it myself" or "I want all the credit." They may need assistance to find new approaches for
achieving their desired results. Achievers function at peak efficiency, and they expect recognition
equal to their contribution -- high wages in profit organizations and leadership positions in other
groups.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Achievers have a cool, level-headed nature that is both attractive and intriguing. In a crisis when
everyone else is panicking and flipping out, the Achiever will keep a steady demeanour and look for
quick solutions. The Achiever’s confidence and resourcefulness is indispensable and intensely
appealing. Some say others secretly want to be like an Achiever!
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High quadrant: C
The Archdeacon of Apparent Expertise and Supporting™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focusses on interpersonal relations and strong links with surroundings.
No career ambitions and no desire for management positions.
Easily offended, needs recognition from others.
Worries easily, does not want to be the centre of attention.
Welcomes the initiative of others.
Admires art, has aesthetic sense.
Sceptical of new theories and possibilities.
Has a memory for situations and persons.

Stability ranking: 0.7714 (Very High = Very Stable).
Myers Briggs: ISFJ
Emotions: Wants to keep up with others in effort and technical performance.
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Goal: Personal growth.
Judges others by: Self-discipline; position and promotions.
Influences others by: Confidence in their ability to master new skills; development of "proper"
procedures and actions.
Value to the organization: Skilled in technical and people problem-solving; displays proficiency and
specialization.
Overuses: Over attention to personal objectives; unrealistic expectations of others.
Under Pressure: Becomes restrained; is sensitive to criticism.
Fears: Predictability; no recognition as an "expert".
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At work: Quietly supports, has a sense of duty, does the invisible work.
Professional development: Must learn to be open to change and to handle conflict; this flexibility
will help others.
As leader: Uses personal conduct and is dedicated to every detail. Prefers doing things themselves
rather than to delegate. This makes the Practitioner a poor leader.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Genuine collaboration for common benefit; delegation
of key tasks to appropriate individuals.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Practitioners value proficiency in specialized areas. Spurred by a desire to be "good at something,"
they carefully monitor their own work performance. Although their aim is to be "the" expert in an
area, Practitioners frequently give the impression that they know something about everything. This
image is particularly strong when they verbalize their knowledge on a variety of subjects.
As Practitioners interact with others, they project a relaxed, diplomatic, and easy-going style. This
congenial attitude may change quickly in their own work area when they become intensely focused in
order to meet high standards for performance. Because they value self-discipline, Practitioners
evaluate others on the basis of their ability to focus on daily performance. They have high
expectations of themselves and others, and they tend to verbalize their disappointment.
While they naturally concentrate on developing an organized approach to work and increasing their
own skills, Practitioners also need to help others build skills. In addition, they need to increase their
appreciation of those who contribute to the work effort even though they may not use the
Practitioner’s preferred methods.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Practitioners have an ability to observe and notice the needs of others that is so finely-tuned that it is
easy for it to go under the radar. But when the Practitioner is not there, others suddenly realise how
much they really did, how many details were taken care of that others did not stop to notice. But a
Practitioner’s ability to help is not all that makes them unforgettable. A Practitioner is a person of
conviction who balances intense reflection with a proactive, productive lifestyle. Practitioners listen to
troubled people and do tangible things to help them. A balance of empathy and practical know-how
brings the world kindness and consistency.
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High quadrant: C
The Archdeacon of Mad Science, Reasoning and Impracticality™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong reliance on logic, searches for logical inconsistencies.
Ability to build systems from scratch even if suitable ones already exist.
Phlegmatic, lack of interest in daily routine leading to untidiness.
Thinking through all the options can lead to indecision.
Long thought of all matters that inclines to cynicism and skepticism.
Objective is not as important as thinking itself.
Great interest in thinking itself, less in implementing ideas.
Does not want to lead or be led.

Stability ranking: 0.7849 (High = Stable).
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Myers Briggs: INTP
Emotions: Displays competence; is restrained and cautious.
Goal: Stability; predictable accomplishments.
Judges others by: Precise standards.
Influences others by: Attention to detail; accuracy.
Value to the organization: Conscientious; maintains standards; controls quality.
Overuses: Procedures and "fail-safe" controls; overdependence on people, products, and
processes that have worked in past.
Under Pressure: Becomes tactful and diplomatic.
Fears: Antagonism.
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At work: By smart and independent thinking solves problems, by uncomplicated approach improves
the organization and the work.
Professional development: Must understand that communication and relationships with people are
essential, because great ideas can be realized only through people.
As leader: Committed to the vision and works towards a better solution, allowing others to work at
their pace and within their ability which may not be at the pace of the problem.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Role flexibility; independence and interdependence;
belief in self-worth.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Perfectionists are systematic, precise thinkers and workers who follow procedure in both their personal
and work lives. Extremely conscientious, they are diligent in work that requires attention to detail and
accuracy. Because they desire stable conditions and predictable activities, Perfectionists are most
comfortable in a clearly defined work environment. They want specifics on work expectations, time
requirements, and evaluation procedures.
Perfectionists may bog down in the details of the decision-making process. They can make major
decisions but may be criticized for the amount of time they take to gather and analyse information.
Although they like to hear the opinions of their managers, Perfectionists take risks when they have facts
that they can interpret and use to draw conclusions.
Perfectionists evaluate themselves and others by precise standards for achieving concrete results while
adhering to standard operating procedures. This conscientious attention to standards and quality is
valuable to the organization. Perfectionists may define their worth too much by what they do and not
by who they are as people. As a result, they tend to react to personal compliments by thinking, "What
does this person want?" By accepting sincere compliments, Perfectionists can increase their selfconfidence.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Beneath a Perfectionist’s quiet, reserved demeanour is an individual with a million and one ideas and
theories. A Perfectionist’s mind is a fascinating place and they have an ability to see things from
unusual angles which is astounding. A Perfectionist may not be the chattiest friend on the planet, but
they give people the freedom to be themselves and never make them feel controlled or pushed into a
box. A Perfectionist can be counted on to bring imagination and logic to the table.
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High quadrant: C
The Archdeacon of Data and Operating™
Key features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serious, diligent, careful.
Practical and realistic.
Logical, orderly and reliable.
Assumes responsibility.
Persistent and conscientious.
Risk averse.
Prefers correct procedures and to have rules.
Effective and efficient.

Stability ranking: 0.9997 (Extremely High = Very Stable).
Myers Briggs: ISTJ
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Emotions: Rejects interpersonal aggression.
Goal: Correctness.
Judges others by: Ability to think logically.
Influences others by: Use of facts, data and logical arguments.
Value to the organization: Defines and clarifies; obtains, evaluates, and tests information.
Overuses: Analysis.
Under Pressure: Becomes worrisome.
Fears: Irrational acts; ridicule.
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At work: Sets the method and aims to ensure the spirit of the organization, carries out tasks on time
and under budget.
Professional development: Must understand that although interpersonal relationships may disrupt
things set in advance, they are indispensable for an organizations’ life and play a positive role.
As leader: Reliably performs tasks while maintaining corporate policies and order of things.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Self-disclosure; public discussion of their
insights and opinions.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Objective Thinkers tend to have highly developed critical thinking abilities. They emphasize the
importance of facts when drawing conclusions and planning actions, and they seek correctness and
accuracy in everything they do. To manage their work activities effectively, Objective Thinkers often
combine intuitive information with the facts they have gathered. When they are in doubt about a
course of action, they avoid public failure by preparing meticulously. For example, Objective Thinkers
will master a new skill privately before they use it in a group activity.
Objective Thinkers prefer to work with people who, like themselves, are interested in maintaining a
peaceful work environment. Considered shy by some, they may be reticent in expressing their
feelings. They are particularly uncomfortable with aggressive people. Despite being mild-mannered,
Objective Thinkers have a strong need to control their environment. They tend to exert this control
indirectly by requiring others to adhere to rules and standards.
Objective Thinkers are concerned with the "right" answer and may have trouble making decisions in
ambiguous situations. With their tendency to worry, they may get bogged down in "analysis
paralysis." When they make a mistake, Objective Thinkers often hesitate to acknowledge it. Instead,
they immerse themselves in a search for information that supports their position.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Others find that there is something inspiring about an Objective Thinker’s strong, steady attitude and
their authentic, modest demeanour. With dependability and a grounded nature, an Objective Thinker
instils confidence and comfort in the people around them. In a world that is constantly fluctuating
and where other people’s words mean less and less, the Objective Thinker is a steady force of
dependability, honesty and strength. On top of that, an Objective Thinker’s offbeat, quirky humour is
the perfect contradiction to an otherwise reserved persona.
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High quadrant: C (D & C very close and is known as Creative by other experts – this adaptation with
C being higher than D is exclusively composed by Oxor. E&OE, not subject to copyright).
The Archdeacon of Self-Sufficiency, Patterns and Planning™
Key features:
• Independence, individualism, determination.
• Global perception of problems.
• Thinking in context.
• Believes in own judgment, not in authority.
• Resistance to monotonous activities.
• Strong intuition and the ability to synthesize facts.
• Likes logic, rationality and criticality.
• Intransigent and stubborn.
Stability ranking: 0.9691 (Very High = Very Stable).
Assess
Overuse,
Under
Pressure
and
Fears
to pick
Pattern!

Myers Briggs: INTJ
Emotions: Accepts aggression; restrains expression. Responsible, sincere, analytical, reserved,
systematic.
Goal: Dominance; unique accomplishments.
Judges others by: Personal standards; progressive ideas for accomplishing tasks.
Influences others by: Ability to pace development of systems and innovative approaches.
Value to the organization: Initiates or designs changes. Hardworking, trustworthy with sound
practical judgment. Effective innovator.
Overuses: Bluntness; critical or condescending attitude in believing that people are self-serving, shortsighted and lazy. Tends to ask: “Will this work?”
Under Pressure: Becomes bored with routine work; sulks when restrained; acts independently (lone
wolf).
Fears: Lack of influence; failure to achieve their standards.
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At work: Provides a highly objective approach, vision and strategy for change and improvement.
Professional development: Must understand that for others the stress, induced by ground breaking
ideas and changes, is painful and real.
As leader: Can concentrate efforts on future projects, can resolutely lead in pitfalls of changes and
uncertainties.
Would increase effectiveness with more: Warmth; tactful communication; effective team
cooperation; recognition of existing sanctions and moderating contempt of gossip.
Secret
to
improve

Commentary with a work bias:
Persons with an Enhancer Pattern despise rules and limitations and will implement fastidiously planned
solutions using unorthodox methods that are technically superior and insensitive to interpersonal
relations. Enhancer persons exhibit foresight when focusing on projects, and they bring about change.
Although they think and react quickly, they want freedom to explore, and they want the authority to
examine and retest findings. They can make daily decisions quickly but may be extremely cautious
when making bigger decisions: "Should I take that promotion?" "Should I move to another location?"
They are able to reverse-engineer the underlying methodology of almost any system and apply the
concepts. They tend to be hopeless in romance. Brilliant in charge of a team but may have difficulty on
one if the manager and / or the other members are seen as incompetent.
In their drive for results and perfection, the Enhancer may not be concerned about social poise. As a
result, they may be cool, aloof, emotionless or blunt.
Commentary when at their best as a person bias:
Yes, an Enhancer is rational, intense and visionary. But an Enhancer is way more than that. So many
descriptions paint you as cold and robotic. But these descriptions are missing something. An Enhancer’s
ability to see things from so many different perspectives makes them more empathetic than people
realise. An Enhancer is never afraid to tell people the truth if they feel that it is what is in the other
person’s best interest. An Enhancer’s honesty together with a global and forward-thinking perspective is
sometimes scary, but is also astoundingly useful.
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